
carNAVi informs about Speedlimits 

Owning a carNAVi helps users to find their destination without worry and from 
now on carNAVi can warn the driver in case of overspeeding – display speed 
limits and other dangerous road conditions. 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

August 8, 2011 – carNAVi is offering affordable 
and easy to use GPS Navigation Assistants for 
finding destinations in the Philippines and 
other countries in South East Asia including 
Hong Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, 
Taiwan, Thailand and Vietnam with more 
countries to come.  

 

The newest innovation contributes to more safety on Philippine roads and highways. 

All new carNAVi GPS Navigation Systems contains a database of speedlimits, dangerous road 
conditions like sharp curves and bumby railway crossings. 

Customers who own already a carNAVi device, can download an update for their systems from 
the carNAVi website free of charge. 

After configuring the warning settings, carNAVi will inform the driver far ahead about 
speedlimits, radar camera positions and other dangerous situations. 

Drivers can choose between visual alerts, like the speed limit will be displayed in the right upper 
corner of the screen or the system can do voice alerts and then speaks the current speed limit 
as well. Also users may choose if the alert will only come up if they really overspeed to remind 
them to slow down! 

 



Links: 
[1] carNAVi website: http://www.car-navi.ph 
[2] carNAVi Store: http://store.car-navi.ph 
 
About carNAVi Corporation 
carNAVi Corporation, established in Quezon City, Philippines in 2007, is the leading developer 
and manufacturer of mobile navigation systems and services in the Philippines and within the 
top 10 companies of satellite navigation related services and products in South East Asia with 
expertise in system integration for Global Satellite Positioning System (GPS/Galileo), Geographic 
Information Systems (GIS), GPS Location Services and Wireless Communication Technologies. 
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